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Abstract

Korngold’s Compositional Style: A Comparison of his Violin Concerto and the film scores of
Another Dawn, Anthony Adverse, and The Prince and the Pauper
by
Ji in Yang
Advisor: David Schober

This dissertation explores the origins of Erich Wolfgang Korngold’s Violin Concerto
(1945) and the derivation of much of the principal thematic material from three related film
scores: Another Dawn, Anthony Adverse, and The Prince and the Pauper. (Unfortunately, the
film score of Juarez, which is also related to the concerto, was not publicly available, so it is not
mentioned in this dissertation.) Korngold was a child prodigy trained in Vienna from an early
age, and he had a very successful career in Europe. He then accepted an offer from Warner
Brothers around 1934 to work in the Hollywood film industry, an important decision that later
saved him and his loved ones from World War II. After making a significant impact in the film
industry, he longed to go back to writing concert-stage works. The Violin Concerto is his first
abstract work after his Hollywood years.
This dissertation does not provide a full analysis of the scores, nor will it discuss every
moment the shared material appears in the film scores. It instead focuses on comparing
significant passages where the shared themes occur. It will discuss when, and for which

iv

characters, Korngold used the shared themes; why he used them differently each time they
appear; and how he modified them to fit the medium.
This study will help readers to understand how Korngold adapted his film music for use
in the Violin Concerto in his post-Hollywood years; it seeks to illustrate his ingenuity in
reshaping the shared material to make it effective in two different genres.
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Introduction
Historical background

Erich Wolfgang Korngold (May 29, 1897 – November 29, 1957) was a child prodigy
whose talent was very well recognized by venerated composers such as Alexander von
Zemlinsky, Giacomo Puccini, Gustav Mahler and Richard Strauss.1 He had a very successful and
promising career as a pianist and composer even from a young age. He grew up in Vienna, a city
flourishing with countless major talents. Writer and educator Bob Duggan describes the cultural
environment in this way:
In painting, Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele, Oskar Kokoschka fought the influence of
Makart. When Richard Wagner’s music strangled new styles, Gustav Mahler, Arnold
Schönberg, Alban Berg, and Anton Webern broke out of that confinement. The literature
of Robert Musil, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, and Arthur Schnitzler exorcized the ghost of
Goethe. A different kind of literature—The Interpretation of Dreams by Sigmund
Freud—also debuted in 1900. Even architecture and furniture found bold new stylists in
Otto Wagner, Josef Hoffmann, Koloman Moser, and Adolf Loos. When so many great
figures exist in one location at the same time, encounters and crossovers are inevitable.2
Acclaimed composers in Vienna, such as Gustav Mahler (1860-1911), Richard Strauss
(1864-1949), and Korngold’s principal teacher, Alexander von Zemlinsky (1871-1942),
mentored Korngold.3 Korngold’s earliest training at Vienna’s Conservatory was with Robert
Fuchs, a well-regarded composer and theoretician who had taught Mahler, Sibelius, Wolf, and
Enescu; but it was Mahler himself who strongly urged Korngold to begin formal study with

1

Korngold Society website, http://www.korngold-society.org/resources.html, Last updated
February 2016. Accessed March 30, 2020.
2

Bob Duggan, “How Vienna in 1900 Gave Birth to Modern Style and Identity,” Big Think, 23
May, 2011. Accessed April 6, 2020. https://bigthink.com/Picture-This/how-vienna-in-1900gave-birth-to-modern-style-and-identity.
3

Jessica Duchen, Erich Wolfgang Korngold (London: Phaidon, 1996), 36.
1

Zemlinsky. Zemlinsky later wrote about the years 1907-1911 that Erich Korngold admired
Puccini to a point of near obsession.4 Korngold also maintained a close relationship with Mahler
and attended many salons with him in Vienna. Korngold loved attending operas and operettas
hosted at Das Theater an der Wien, Die Staatsoper, and Die Volksoper.5 Korngold’s wife tells us
that he had heard the music of Richard Strauss since ‘suckling at his mother’s breasts’ and was
able to play Elektra from beginning to the end on the piano from memory. There must also have
been performances of Zemlinsky’s Es War Einmal, and any number of Wagner operas.6

Korngold wrote a total of seven operas and stage works, five of them written before
1937. His first comic opera in one act, Der Ring des Polykrates, and his next one-act opera,
Violanta, were both premiered in 1913-14 by conductor Bruno Walter, who according to
Korngold’s father, compared him to Verdi. These earlier works were so successful that many
German theaters anticipated and fought for the right to premiere Korngold’s next opera, Die tote
Stadt. The result was an unusual double premiere at the Stadttheater Hamburg where Korngold
was present, and simultaneously in Cologne with conductor Otto Klemperer, whose wife
Johanna Geisler sang the role of Marietta.

4

Michael Haas, “The False Myths and True Genius Of Erich Wolfgang Korngold -,” 2019.
Forbiddenmusic.org. https://forbiddenmusic.org/2015/07/18/the-false-myths-and-true-genius-oferich-wolfgang-korngold/ (Accessed March, 2020).
5

Tony Thomas, Music for the Movies (Cranbury, N.H.: A.S. Barnes, 1973), 130.

6

Michael Haas, “The False Myths and True Genius Of Erich Wolfgang Korngold,” 2019.
2

From the 1920s, Korngold re-orchestrated, re-arranged and nearly re-composed a number
of operettas by Johann Strauss II and works by Leo Fall and Jacques Offenbach.7 Korngold had
several occasions to meet Max Reinhardt through Vienna social circles, one of which was
through Jenny Mautner, wife of the noted industrialist Isidor Mautner, who often held live salons
that both Korngold and Reinhardt attended.8 His future wife Luise von Sonnenthal, or Luzi, as
Erich Korngold called her, was the granddaughter of Adolf Ritter von Sonnenthal, the great actor
and matinee idol of the Burgtheater. She was one of three sisters, and one of her sisters was a
member of Max Reinhardt’s ensemble; and Luzi herself had acted in one or two films. 9 But it
was Korngold’s recreation of works by Johann Strauss II that drew the attention of Max
Reinhardt. Starting in 1929, Korngold and Max Reinhardt, who was already the most famous
director of German-language theater, started collaborating on many successful productions. Their
collaboration included Narrenleider, Four Shakespearean Lieder from Othello, As you Like It,
Die Fledermaus, Die schöne Helena, Rosalina, and Helen Goes to Troy. One of their
arrangements of a collection of little-known Strauss pieces, Waltzes From Vienna, was retitled
The Great Waltz and became his greatest success in operetta.10 It became the basis for a 1934
British film directed by Alfred Hitchcock and a film by the same title in the US. Korngold
conducted the staged versions in Los Angeles in 1949 and in 1953.

7

The operetta arrangements include Eine Nacht in Venedig, Cagliostro in Wien, Die
Fledermaus, Walzer aus Wien, Das Lied der Liebe, Rosalinda (U.S. version of the
Korngold/Reinhardt version of Die Fledermaus) by Johann Strauss II; Rosen aus Florida and
Die geschiedene Frau by Leo Fall; and Die schöne Helena (La Belle Hélène), Helen Goes to
Troy (U.S. version of the Korngold/Reinhardt version of La Belle Hélène) by Jacques Offenbach.
8

Brendan G. Carroll, The Last Prodigy: A Biography of Erich Wolfgang Korngold (Portland,
OR: Amadeus Press, 1997), 79.
9

Michael Haas, “The False Myths and True Genius Of Erich Wolfgang Korngold,” 2019.

10

Ibid, 210
3

In 1934, the growth of the Nazi regime in Europe forced many people to come to
America. Reinhardt accepted an invitation to stage Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream at
the Hollywood Bowl; it was later made into an epic film production. Warner Brothers offered
Reinhardt a contract, and he insisted that Korngold be engaged to arrange the traditionally-used
Mendelssohn score. Korngold accepted Reinhardt’s offer, which at the time he didn’t realize
would be the most important decision of his life, one that would later save him and his loved
ones from World War II. In his blog, “The False Myths and True Genius of Erich Wolfgang
Korngold,” Michael Haas writes: “The American movie industry suffered from insecurities that
stemmed from enormous commercial success at the expense of a perceived lack of depth and
sophistication. With the wave of European talent arriving post-1933, this would change, and
Korngold’s entry onto the Warner Bros. Sound Stage catapulted the prestige of the studio beyond
its rivals.”11

In her dissertation, Bonnie Lynn Finn explains at some length how Korngold’s musical
and social community from Vienna to Hollywood shaped the way he negotiated the differences
between Western high art music and light or popular music. The popular waltzes and operettas of
Vienna had a great influence on Korngold, but it was his reputation as a high art composer that
generated interest from Warner Brothers and led to them hiring him. As Finn writes:
Many scholars, such as David Neumayer, argue that Korngold brought western high art
music to film scores through a Wagnerian opera influence. Indeed, Korngold and Max
Steiner even acknowledged this Wagnerian influence… His reputation as a high art
composer in Vienna contributed to his success in Hollywood and acceptance into the
salon community of exiles there…. Despite his work during the 1930s arranging
operettas and other light forms of music in Europe, Korngold’s reputation as a high art
11

Michael Haas, “The False Myths and True Genius Of Erich Wolfgang Korngold,” 2019.
4

composer generated interest from Warner Brothers to hire him as a composer for their
film scores in order to build a new image for themselves.12
Korngold became one of the creators of the Hollywood sound: highly romantic melodies,
rich harmonies, symphonic writing, and use of leitmotifs. In The Last Prodigy, Brendan Carroll
writes:
Korngold’s symphonic style did not fundamentally alter when he composed for films.
Rather, he invented a new form, the symphonic film score. With this first original score,
we can see the prototype of all his subsequent works for the screen, and the formula for
these “operas without singing” rarely changed. A dramatic, arresting main title to
accompany the credits contained the main themes of the score. Invariably, this overture
would segue into a fully scored sequence, often without interruption for the first ten or
fifteen minutes of the film, in which major leitmotifs (in the operatic manner) would be
stated…The action is musically illustrated, and episodes and adventures punctuate the
flow of the music. Unlike any other composer working in films at this time (and with few
exceptions since), Korngold composed his scores along symphonic lines, with themes
contrapuntally developed throughout.13
Korngold ended up writing 18 film scores for Warner Brothers from 1934 to 1946, during
the Golden Age of Hollywood, which lasted from the end of the silent era in the late 1920s to the
early 1960s.14 Korngold won two Academy Awards for film scoring: Anthony Adverse in 1936,
and The Adventures of Robin Hood in 1938. Korngold’s experience with opera and operetta
helped him with film scoring as he also quickly adapted to the studio recording system and
adjusted his music to fit the screen. In the preface to the score of Korngold’s Violin Concerto,
Giselher Schubert writes:
Additionally, he [Korngold] had few problems in adapting himself to the composition of
film music, as he made no differentiation between operatic and film music. “The film
12

Bonnie Lynn Finn, Erich Korngold’s Discursive Practices: Musical Values in the Salon
Community from Vienna to Hollywood. Master of Music Degree Thesis, The University of
Tennessee – Knoxville, 2016. Accessed April 1, 2020.
13

14

Carroll, Last Prodigy, 252.
Ibid.
5

‘story,’” according to his wife Luzi, “became for him an opera libretto – at least this is
how he adapted it – and he was able to convince himself of the perhaps deliberate
delusion that he was creating an operatic work.15
Korngold’s exclusive contract with Warner Brothers was one of the most generous ever
offered a composer in Hollywood during that time. He would have to write music for only two
films per year, and he could choose the films he wanted to write for. Another remarkable
difference in his contract was that Korngold retained full rights for his music. This allowed
Korngold to reuse his film music materials in his concert works. One of those works is his Violin
Concerto, the main themes of which are derived from four of his earlier film scores: Another
Dawn (1937), Juarez (1939), Anthony Adverse (1936), and The Prince and the Pauper (1937).

15

Erich Wolfgang Korngold, Violin Concerto, Op. 35 (London, Ernst Eulenburg Ltd), 2006.
6

Table 1.1 Korngold’s non-film works that used musical materials from his film scores 16

Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank, “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W.
Korngold’s Self-Arrangements,” Acta Musicologica 66/2 (1994): 79. As cited in [Korngold
wrote 17 film scores and used material from 12 of them in non-film scores. The titles of these 12
film scores, in chronological order, are as follows: Captain Blood (1936), Anthony Adverse
(1936), Another Dawn (1937), The Prince and the Pauper (1937), Juarez (1939), Elizabeth and
Essex (1939; full title: The Private Life of Elizabeth and Essex), The Sea Hawk (1940), The Sea
Wolf (1941), The Constant Nymph (1942), Devotion (1943), Escape Me Never (1946) and
Deception (1946).]
16

7

When Korngold was assigned an orchestrator, he disliked the idea and was reluctant to
work with one at first; but he realized it was necessary, because of the impossible time frame and
short deadlines that the film industry gave for the composers to write film music. In The Last
Prodigy, Brendan Carroll writes: “Korngold’s meticulously detailed piano orchestrations always
emerged sounding exactly like a Korngold piece, although he would occasionally make
alterations at the recording sessions.”17 Hugo Friedhofer was Korngold’s most regular
collaborator and had a thorough schooling in the orchestral idiom of Wagner, Strauss, and
Mahler, of which Korngold’s style was a natural extension.18 Friedhofer recalled: “It seems that
the preview date had been moved up and there simply wasn’t time enough left to compose the
entire scene. I recall meeting him one evening at 8:30 P.M. to discuss the scene which was
scheduled for recording the following morning. He handed me the Liszt score to which he had
appended an introduction and a coda and, after a discussion which took about an hour, I set off
for home. I started orchestrating around 11:00 P.M. and worked through the night. At seven the
next morning, a messenger from Warners’ picked up the completed score for the copyist, and by
mid-afternoon the piece was recorded.”

Just like Mozart, whose middle name Erich Wolfgang Korngold bore, Korngold had a
special relationship with his father. Julius Korngold was a notable music critic for Neue Freie
Presse in Vienna and was over-controlling of his son. When Erich Korngold married Luzi,
whom Julius hated, the relationship became even more sour. Julius Korngold was very unhappy
with his genius son wasting his talent by working for the Hollywood film industry, and he had

17

Carroll, Last Prodigy, 252.

18

Ibid, 251.
8

been suggesting that Erich make additional use of the melodies that he was writing for film by
crafting them into a serious concert work, perhaps a violin concerto. When World War II ended,
Korngold wished to leave Hollywood and return to writing concert music. His Violin Concerto in
D Major, Op.35, considered his most famous work, was one of the first absolute works that
Korngold composed after his Hollywood years. Since the late 1930s, Korngold had begun
sketching the violin concerto. The initial idea came from violinist Bronislaw Huberman, who had
been persuading Korngold to write a violin concerto for him for years. Huberman was an old
family friend since Korngold’s teenage years. It had become a running family joke that every
time Huberman met Korngold he would ask, “Erich! Where is my violin concerto?”19 One day,
Huberman was invited to Korngold’s house for dinner and Korngold went to the piano and
played the opening phrases of the concerto, which was the same melody used in Another Dawn.
Huberman cried, “That’s it! That will be my concerto – promise me that you’ll write it.”
Korngold produced the final version of the work in 1945, but had previously produced a
complete sketch for the concerto in 1937 before doubt caused him to set the piece aside. The
concerto shares themes with four of Korngold’s film scores, but whether these themes came first
can be debated. It is interesting to speculate whether Korngold originally composed the themes
as the basis for the early version of the concerto in 1937 before using them in his film scores
after putting the concerto away. On 8 December 1936 the Pittsburgh Post Gazette reported that
Korngold had been signed to prepare the music for the now-forgotten film Another Dawn.20
Later that same month the Oakland Tribune reported that “…Korngold is doing the musical
score for ‘The Prince and the Pauper’…”21 So by the start of 1937, he was either already

19
20

21

Carroll, Last Prodigy, 320.
As cited in “Addenda,” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Tue, 08 Dec 1936: I-12.
As cited in “Exits and Entrances,” Oakland Tribune, Wed, 23 Dec 1936: C-11.
9

composing two of the film scores which contained themes that would be associated with the final
concerto, or he soon would be. Filming for Another Dawn began the last week of September
1936, and reportedly wrapped up in mid-December. Additional scenes were filmed in midFebruary 1937, and the final cut was completed sometime in March. The Prince and the Pauper
began filming in mid-December and ended in mid-February 1937.22 Variety magazine reported
on 24 March that Korngold was writing “…a complete original score for Mervyn LeRoy’s The
Prince and the Pauper.” Presumably he was already in the midst of composition and recording,
as both films were previewed in Hollywood for press audiences the first week of April 1937.
Since a film’s composer was typically brought in near the end of production, these dates may
help identify or confirm Korngold’s creation and completion of the scores for both films. 23

Sometime later, when Korngold revised the Violin Concerto and have it ready for its first
performance, the young Bronislaw Gimpel, who was then the concertmaster of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, expressed an interest in the concerto. Korngold informed Huberman of Gimpel’s
interest, and Huberman telegrammed him “I absolutely forbid you to even show it to another
violinist!” However, when Korngold asked to give a date for the first performance, Huberman
was hesitant, saying that he had not even read it yet and could hardly set a date for performance.
Now Jascha Heifetz’s manager Rudi Polk learned of the concerto, and Heifetz asked to hear it.
Korngold met Heifetz and played through the entire work. Heifetz listened and then asked if he

22

As cited in Wood, Hall E., “Cinemalines,” Harrisburg Telegraph (Harrisburg, Penn.), Mon, 15
Feb 1937: 7.
23
Korngold Society website, http://www.korngold-society.org/resources.html, Last updated
February 2016. Accessed March 30, 2020.

10

could take the score with him to study some passages. After a few weeks, Korngold met Heifetz
again, and he played the entire work flawlessly. The concerto was premiered on February 15,
1947 by Jascha Heifetz and the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra under Vladimir Golschman, and it
was a tremendous success. However, the concerto received mixed reviews after that. After its
second premiere in New York, The New York Times called it a “Hollywood concerto,” while
Irving Kolodin for The Sun described it as “more corn than gold.” Regardless of the mixed
reviews, the concerto is now the most performed of all Korngold’s works, especially in America.

Scope

My goal in this dissertation is to study in detail how Korngold’s Violin Concerto was
derived from material in his earlier film scores but ultimately composed very differently. I will
divide my chapters by examining each film and its related concerto movement. I will use as an
important starting-point for each chapter the article from Acta Musicologica by Robbert Van Der
Lek and Mick Swithinbank, “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W. Korngold’s SelfArrangements,” which discusses in detail the form of each movement of the concerto and
provides individual charts to show where the shared musical materials occur in each movement
and in the corresponding film score. I will reproduce these charts in each of my chapters.
Unfortunately, the film score of Juarez was not available, so I will focus my writing on
the remaining film scores that were available: Another Dawn, Anthony Adverse, and The Prince
and the Pauper. All of the film scores that I found were unavailable to the public except at the
Richelieu Research Library in Paris, where I took photos of all the scores.
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I will first write a detailed synopsis of each film to provide a deeper understanding of the
storyline. Then I will focus on comparing significant passages where the shared themes occur. It
will discuss when, and for which characters, Korngold used the shared themes; why he used
them differently each time they appear; and how he modified them to fit the medium.
This study will help readers to understand how Korngold adapted his film music for use in the
Violin Concerto in his post-Hollywood years; it seeks to illustrate his ingenuity in reshaping the
shared material to make it effective in two different genres.
This dissertation is not a full analysis of the scores, nor will it discuss every moment the
shared material appears in the film scores. I will mainly focus on the significant sections of the
shared themes in the score. This study will help to convey clear scene images of its shared
themes – the settings, moods, and feelings that Korngold had in mind for each melody. It can
also help composers who are writing in multiple musical genres, because they can see how
Korngold dealt with the same musical ideas in two different genres. They will also learn about
Korngold’s compositional style and its influences. It will help readers to understand how
Korngold wrote his Violin Concerto in his post-Hollywood years.
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Chapter 1
First movement of the Violin Concerto and Another Dawn (1937 release)

Synopsis of Another Dawn

British Officer Colonel John Wister is in charge of a post in the British colony, Dickit, a
vaguely North African British colony. While he goes for two months’ leave, he assigns his best
friend, Captain Denny Roark, to be the commander of the post. During on his travels, he briefly
meets Julia Ashton, a newly widowed American woman whose fiancé was an aviator who died
in an aircraft accident. He helps her to brush off a man who was trying to pursue her. They have
a short conversation but depart.
They soon meet again at their mutual friend’s house. Then, Colonel John quickly falls in
love with Julia and confesses his love to her. Julia is flattered, because she admires and respects
him. But she tells him that she still loves her dead fiancé; as much as she wishes that she could
love John back, he asks him to forgive her. Julia tells him that she has no capacity for happiness
anymore, and that all she is looking for is contentment, the opportunity to be useful enough to
justify living. Colonel John receives a letter that requires him to be back to Dickit immediately,
and he asks her to come with him. He tells her that she doesn’t need to love him back, and that
what he does at Dickit is interesting and important enough for her to find contentment. John
finally convinces her and she agrees to go with him, though she does not love him. They get
married and go to Dickit together.
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When they land in Dickit, John disappears for a moment, and Captain Denny Roark
arrives with his sister Grace, who is secretly in love with John. Denny sees Julia standing alone.
Falling in love at first sight, Denny approaches to Julia and offers if he could be of any
assistance, which Julia simply rejects. Soon John comes back and finds Denny, and John
introduces him to his newly wedded wife, and Denny and Grace are shocked. Grace welcomes
her, although inside she is hurt. In Dickit, John is very busy with work and traveling a lot without
Julia. John asks Denny and Grace to take care of her.
When Julia sees Denny laugh, she is shocked because he reminds her of her ex-husband.
As they spend more time together, they are increasingly drawn to each other. They are both
invited to Mutasarrif’s ball and Denny assists her. At the ball, they are in the beautiful garden
walking together. They abruptly kiss. Julia tells him that they’d be foolish to make anything of it,
for it meant nothing, and tells him to forget it ever happened and they head back. As soon as
Julia comes back, someone knocks on her door, and John is back. John, however, tells Julia that
he has to leave again in the dawn; Julia asks him to stay and send Denny instead. John accepts
her request and sends Denny. Julia secretly watches Denny leave instead of John. During his
mission, Denny faces great danger. Julia stands next to John in the office, worried and anxious to
hear updated news. However, when Denny comes back to Dickit deeply wounded, Julia refuses
to visit him, even though she’s greatly worried about him. When Julia finally goes to greet
Denny at his house, they have a serious conversation and then suddenly kiss again. Julia tells
Denny that they cannot go on seeing each other and tries to leave his house.
The next morning, Denny is at home writing a letter to request to transfer to a different
place to avoid seeing Julia and John. Another emergency rises in Dickit which calls for a suicidal
plane mission to save hundreds of people. During their conversation, John asks why Denny
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applied for a transfer, and Denny tries to avoid answering but tells him that if he stays that he
won’t be able to carry on. John refuses to grant his application and tells Denny that he
understands everything. John knows about Julia and Denny’s mutual feeling towards each other
and talks to Grace about what to do, saying that there would be a solution if they were less
honorable; he insists that Julia cannot escape, but that only he can get her out of it. Meanwhile,
Julia goes to Denny to say good-bye, because she cannot go on living in Dickit respecting John
but loving Denny, hating herself. John comes to Denny’s room and overhears their conversation
outside. John decides to go on the suicidal flight mission, but Denny fights to go himself. They
make a bet, and Denny wins. When Denny is about to leave the room, Denny tells him that if he
doesn’t come back, he’d like John to know that he did fight against loving her because he
respected him. John tells him where Julia is to send him to say good-bye to her. Denny goes to
Julia and tells her that he got an official order to permanently leave the country. Julia senses the
danger of the order, but Denny tells her if it was, that he’d be saying all sorts of silly things to
her like that he loves her. Julia tells him that he must not say that, but Denny tells her that he
would again.
During this exchange, they hear a plane taking off, and Denny and Julia run out to see
that John has taken the plane himself for the suicidal mission. Julia asks whether he would come
back, and Denny tells her only a miracle can save him. The next day at dawn, John still has not
come back, and Denny and Julia receive a report saying that their mission succeeded, and that
John died. Julia asks Denny why he did it, to which he responds, “to give us that…Another
dawn,” while watching the sun rise. Julia adds, “leaving us all his tomorrows to live out.” Denny
tells her, “I guess he had the courage to die to give us those. I think it made him happy.” Julia
asks, “Why do you say that?” Denny responds, “Because he knew that we three could always be
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together only if he went away.” The theme comes at the final scene; they embrace, and the movie
ends.

In The Last Prodigy, Brendan Carroll explains the background story of Korngold’s
Another Dawn project. He states that Korngold was offered the opportunity to compose for his
choice of several prestigious productions that were nearing completion. Korngold was attracted
to Another Dawn, which was Errol Flynn’s second major film but was really just above being a
B-grade picture. With a duration of 73 minutes, it was the shortest film assignment Korngold
ever accepted. It opened in June 1937 to poor reviews and is rarely shown today. The only
memorable feature of the film is Korngold’s music.
Korngold, unaware of its shortcomings, gave it the full treatment, and the highly romantic
score, replete with a rousing Mahlerian desert march and a memorable love theme, lifted
the film above the commonplace. The origin of the main title theme, which later became
the first subject of the Violin Concerto in D Major, Opus 35, is fascinating to consider.
Did he sketch this for an early version of the concerto, as mentioned in a newspaper
interview in May 1937, when he got back to Vienna? Julius Korngold, who did not speak
any English and called this film “Anuzzi,” always admired the theme and suggested it
could be the basis for a Violin Concerto. But which came first? We shall never know.24

24

Carroll, Last Prodigy, 263.
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Musical Comparison and Analysis

Table 2: Location of shared musical materials in the first movement and in Another Dawn 25

25

Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank, “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W.
Korngold’s Self-Arrangements,” Acta Musicologica 66/2 (1994): 84. (The article also includes a
chart that explains where the shared musical materials occur in the first movement of the Violin
Concerto and in the score of Juarez, but since the Juarez film score was unavailable, it is not
discussed in the dissertation.)
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The “Evening Scene” (Musical Example 1.5) from the film score starts when Julia and
John are on screen going back to the house from the golf course. The key of the theme starts in A
major, then it modulates to F sharp major after just four bars. This same melody is expanded
compared to the theme of the first movement of the violin concerto. The melody starts exactly
the same way in the first two measures, all rising 4th, 5th, then 4th to augmented 4th, and then
filling the gap of the leap by descending scale. But here, the 3rd and 4th bar is written out slightly
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differently from the concerto’s beginning. This is because Korngold is using this theme
exclusively when the romantic scenes appear on screen. The first two measures are the two
characters walking towards to the house, and in 3rd and 4th measure of the film score, the screen
shows an airplane flying in the sky, which develops into their conversation topic. Then, when the
scene returns to showing the two characters having a conversation at Rehearsal 1, Korngold uses
the theme again; this time it is in F-sharp major, and the melody is identical to the violin
concerto. In the 4th measure of the film score’s “Evening Scene,” Korngold uses the dominant of
F sharp – a C-sharp major chord with a raised 3rd – in the key of A major, and instead of
resolving to the relative minor key of F sharp minor, he goes to the parallel major, to F sharp
major. The difference in Korngold’s writing of the same melody between the film score and the
Violin Concerto is the phrase markings (Musical Example 1.1). In the film score, he puts rather
shorter phrase markings to the theme (total of 4 phrase markings in one phrase), where in the
Violin Concerto, he puts longer phrase markings (total of 2 phrase markings in one phrase). It
would be very difficult for the violinist to play the phrase marking as a bowing slur for it is too
long, so it is interesting to see Korngold’s own phrase markings in the film score that are phrased
shorter.
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Musical Example 1.1: Different phrase markings for films score vs. Violin Concerto
Film score
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Violin Concerto

Korngold word-paints with his music when writing for the film score. The high leaps in
the melody suit their conversation in the “Evening Scene,” because they talk about freedom of a
flying an airplane as they watch an airplane flying in the sky. At Rehearsal 1 (measure 5) John
says, “That’s freedom, to escape from the world entirely and to be up there with infinity to fly
through and eternity to find, and both of them yours for taking…You know if I were that fella,
I’m sure I should be tempted to fly straight into the sunset until my courage gave out and turned
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me back.” Julia says, “Some men don’t turn back.” When Julia says the last line, the film score
melody is going upward and holding on the note on 1 bar before Rehearsal 3, for full bar, giving
a lingering effect, which suits the wording.

One of the differences between the concerto and the film score is that the theme in
Another Dawn has a conclusion chord (Musical Example 1.2a), which the concerto theme
doesn’t have. In the film score, the melody concludes on tonic chord of F sharp major. However,
in the violin concerto (Musical Example 1.2b), instead of a conclusion chord, Korngold builds
ascending line of D, E, F, F sharp, G, ending with C major chord to continue the violin solo line.
The harmonic progression in the Violin Concerto of the passage is typical style of late
Romanticism, which is the style of Korngold’s Violin Concerto. Korngold writes a series of
German augmented-sixth chords and that resolves into enharmonic reinterpretation of German
augmented-sixth chords (dominant 7th chords) until reaching a surprising C major chord in 6/3
position. In this progression, none of the chords are in root position. The progression has a
descending bass line of A, Ab, G, F, D#, E, in contrary motion with the melody, which is rising
D, E, F, F#, G. After, Korngold writes a recitative-like solo violin passage which eventually goes
to the tonic that lands on the orchestra’s first main entrance with the theme in D major.
Korngold’s Violin Concerto does not start with an orchestral introduction but rather with the solo
violin’s theme directly, which is uncommon for a Romantic concerto.

In the recapitulation (Musical Example 1.2c), Korngold elaborates the solo violin line
even more with virtuosic scales going upward in every measure, and once he lands on the same
surprising C major chord, similar to the exposition, he goes even further, extending the
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chromatic voice-leading in contrary motion for an additional two bars. The melody continues in
large leaps over octaves high on the E string; the top of the phrase goes as high as C#7. During
this chromatic succession, Korngold again uses the augmented-sixth sonority by using an
enharmonic spelling of the German augmented-sixth after the C major chord at Rehearsal 28.

Musical Example 1.2a: Conclusion chord used in Another Dawn but absent in Violin Concerto
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1.2b: First movement, exposition
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1.2c: First movement, recapitulation
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It is convenient to have a conclusion chord in the film score because it provides a sense
of closure to the conversation or the scene. It is easier to move on to completely different26

sounding music if it is necessary for the setting of the film, scene, or story. But a concerto relies
upon the coherent presentation of an idea through an entire movement; and since Korngold’s
Violin Concerto is written in the late Romantic style, he creates a long, continuous phrase for the
first theme of the concerto. Before the conclusion chord at one measure before Rehearsal 6
(measure 23), Julia is talking about her ex-fiancé; after that chord, she begins talking about
herself. At the conclusion chord at the 3rd measure of page 20 (measure 37), Julia and John’s
conversation is interrupted, and the scene changes.

At Rehearsal 2 in the “Evening Scene,” John says, “You know if I were that fella, I’m
sure I should be tempted to fly straight into the sunset until my courage gave out and turned me
back.” This is when the melody takes to the highest note to the high D sharp in the violin section.
In the 3rd and 4th measure of Rehearsal 2 (measure 11-12), the melody is leaning from G-sharp to
F-sharp and then slides back to the G-sharp, then it holds the A sharp for a full measure. This is
when Julia says, “Some men don’t turn back.” In the film score, Korngold changes the time from
3/4 to 4/4 at 1 bar after Rehearsal 2, whereas in the concerto, the same spot of the melody is in
3/4 time. The extra beat in the film score creates broadening effect, which suits John’s line of
“Straight into the sunset until my courage gave out and turned me back” and Julia’s feelings of
waiting and lingering for her love.
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Musical Example 1.3: Another Dawn, Rehearsal 2 vs. Violin Concerto

Violin concerto

28

At Rehearsal 3, John says, “I’ve forgotten for the moment that you were the woman who
loved Duncan Heaton [Julia’s ex-fiancé].” Then Julia says, “No, the woman who loves Duncan
Heaton” [second measure of Rehearsal 3]. John says, “I’m sorry.” Julia responds, “For him?
Why? His luck held out. He died clean and young [last measure of Rehearsal 3], before anything
could grow old of them [Rehearsal 4 starts]. He was always ahead of life. He finally lost it in the
sunset [2nd-3rd measure of Rehearsal 4] before it could catch up with him and make him pay for
all the beauty and the glamour [last measure of Rehearsal 4] and laughter it gave him. He died
owing life” [Rehearsal 5]. John says, “I wasn’t thinking of him.” Julia says, “Nor was I entirely”
[last measure of Rehearsal 5].
At Rehearsal 3, the melody is played by a beautiful solo violin. It is extremely romanticsounding with lots of vibrato and glissandos which create the mood for the scene. In the first
movement of the Violin Concerto, this melody occurs twice: first by the solo violin in the
beginning of the movement, and the second time at the recapitulation at Rehearsal 26, by the first
violin section in the orchestra. There is one note different from the film score and in the Violin
Concerto for this melody. In the film score, Korngold writes A#, B, C#, D#, with a descending
minor 7th between the last two notes; in the Violin Concerto, he wrote a descending octave
between the last two notes. If the film score had contained an exact transposition of the melody
in the Violin Concerto, the notes would have been A#, B, C#, C#. There is also a rhythmic
difference between the two versions in the replacement of the triplet groupings (see Musical
Example 1.4 below). The accompaniment is rather simple, with soft tremolos and a
countermelody played by solo English horn, for the film. However, in the concerto, the
countermelody is not written in the same manner, and the inner voice is played by the violins and
violas rather than the more prominent sound of an English horn.
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Musical Example 1.4: Melody in Another Dawn, Rehearsal 3

When the theme comes back at Rehearsal 7, Julia talks about her previous love, “in
which I spent all the love I had to buy a memory so beautiful they compensate for never being
able to love again.” When she finishes this sentence, it is the 3rd measure of Rehearsal 7, which is
a D dominant 9th chord (bVI chord in the key of F# major). Korngold elaborates this chord with
multiple glissandos going upward with harp and flute and high winds tremolo in the
accompaniment, which makes it sound romantic and dreamy. John says a phrase in Arabic, and
Julia asks what it means, and John says, “It’s one of those pat Arabic phrases that fit almost
30

anything.” This occurs at the 4th measure of Rehearsal 7, which is a F# major chord with an
added 9th acting as an appoggiatura. Julia asks again, “What does it mean?” and John explains,
“It means the hopes we have for tomorrow die today.” Korngold again word-paints by leaping a
major 3rd from D to F# exactly when John says “hope,” and then back down to C# when John
says “die.” This extension of the theme does not happen in the Violin Concerto. At the second
measure of Rehearsal 8, Korngold uses a German augmented-sixth chord that resolves in the
traditional manner to V and then I, which is the conclusion chord. In the scene, Julia smiles at
John and they get interrupted, and the scene ends at the 4th measure of Rehearsal 8. Korngold,
however, does not use the German augmented-sixth chord in the same traditional way that
resolves into I in the Violin Concerto. It is interesting to find that his film score is written in a
more traditional way than his Violin Concerto.

Musical Example 1.5: Another Dawn, “Evening Scene”
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Musical Example 1.6: First movement, Rehearsal 1-2
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Musical Example 1.7: First movement, Rehearsal 26

36
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The theme appears again in the film on score pg. 27, Rehearsal 7 (Musical Example 1.8,
21’40” in the film). The theme appears again in the film when Denny first sees Julia at the train
station. Julia is standing alone for a brief moment when John has stepped out for a minute, and
that’s when Denny finds Julia alone at a distance. He is instantly drawn to Julia, and he walks to
her gazing.
This whole scene lasts about 20 seconds. In the score, that 20 seconds is from Rehearsal 7
to one bar before 10. The rhythmic value of the theme is augmented from the beginning. The
slow tempo of the theme gives the listener a time-stopping sense for the scene. When Denny
finds Julia for the first time and his heart stops the moment he sees her, the rhythm values of the
theme are in half notes instead of moving lyrical eighth notes. The slow melody is accented with
sforzandos played by the lower strings while upper strings are playing tremolos. But after
Rehearsal 8, as Denny’s feeling sets in, the instrumentation of the theme has transitioned to be
played by the higher string instruments. The dynamic is marked pianissimo at Rehearsal 7, but
gradually crescendos into forte right before Rehearsal 9, which is when Denny walks close to her
and takes a second look at her before going up to talk to her. Korngold elevates the theme in the
middle by taking out the musical material of the 3rd measure of the complete theme. At Rehearsal
7, the theme starts with C#, but the melody, instead of rising P4-P5-P4-A4, Korngold uses rising
P5-P4-P5-P5 (C#-G#-C#-G#-D#) and then to P5 (G#-D#) in rising motion and then fills the last
leap with descending scale. Then, instead of resolving it, which would have been the theme’s 3rd
measure, he omits it and writes another ascending line at Rehearsal 8, where the theme is
elevated to octave higher G. This is when Denny walks towards to Julia to look at her closely, to
rising D, G, D, then to high A before he completes the theme with a fermata. Although the theme
is slightly modified, it is very easy to recognize. The rhythm is augmented from the original
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theme, but Korngold keeps the rhythmic ratio the same, which also helps to identify the theme.
At third bar of Rehearsal 8, instead of using the original augmented 4th distance, Korngold uses
the expanded P5. This suits the film perfectly because this is the exact moment when Denny
walks close to Julia, is sure of his feelings, and decides to talk to her. This augmented version of
the theme doesn't happen in the Violin Concerto. The first theme of the first movement appears
the same manner and in same key in the exposition and in the recapitulation of the movement.
The recapitulation of the movement is introduced with the orchestra which carries onto the solo
violin line. The only small difference between the exposition and in the recapitulation is the time
signature for the second measure of the theme. In the exposition, it is in 4/4, whereas in the
orchestral recapitulation, it is in 3/4.
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Musical Example 1.8: Another Dawn, “Denny meets Julia for the first time,” page 27 Rehearsal
7-10
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Musical Example 1.9: First movement, exposition
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Musical Example 1.10: First movement, recapitulation
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The next time the theme appears in the movie score is when Julia sees Denny laugh and
is shocked because his laugh reminds her so much of her ex-fiancé. In the film score, it is part of
the “Ride Out” scene (Musical Example 1.11), the entirety of which was used in the film except
for this small section, from Rehearsal 12 to 14. It is clear that Korngold meant to use this theme
to send the audience the signal that this is the moment that Julia falls in love with Denny too. But
they did not use this section of the score for the film and left it silent during the scene. This was
written in the same manner as the scene which Denny sees Julia for the first time and falls in
love with her.
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Musical Example 1.11: Another Dawn, “Ride Out,” which was omitted
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The fuller theme comes back in the film in the “Garden Love Scene” (Musical Example
1.12). This is when Julia and Denny are invited to Mutasarrif’s party and they are taking a walk
in the garden exchanging conversation.
At the third measure of Rehearsal 3, the theme is glimpsed in a flute solo ascending in P5
and P4 intervals – G, D, G, D, G – to create a romantic mood when Julia and Denny are by
themselves in the garden. The tune is in C major, and the rhythmic value is again augmented.
The tempo is much faster, so although the rhythmic value is augmented, it sounds similar to the
original tempo of the theme. In the film score, Korngold marks poco ritardando with two
measures of an ascending line; but in the film, the third measure with the poco ritardando is
used, with the fourth measure omitted. Presumably this is to fit the screen action. Korngold knew
that he had to be flexible writing for the film, and he composed transition bars that were easy to
edit. For this transition, it would be easy for him to cut the 4th measure of Rehearsal 3; or, if he
needed to, he could have easily written an ascending line for another half-measure or so.
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Musical Example 1.12: Another Dawn “Garden Love Scene,” page 39-40 26
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26

In the Garden Love Scene, which is marked Tempo di Tango in cut time, the rhythms are
written incorrectly. Given the fact that film composers had very limited time, this was probably a
simple copying error.
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At Rehearsal 6 (Musical Example 1.12) – which strangely, comes just 4 measures after
Rehearsal 3! – Korngold originally wrote half note values for first two notes of the melody, but
after cutting the 4th measure of Rehearsal 3, he changed them to quarter note values. If the music
were played as it was written in the score, it would have sounded as if the melody had suddenly
slowed down and gave a dramatic effect to the scene which would have ruined the fluidity of the
storyline, where Julia and Denny’s private walk in the garden had to look natural. At Rehearsal
7, Korngold uses ascending quarter notes that reach to the high A, again finishing the gesture
with an interval of P5 rather than A4 from the previous note. This is at the moment when Julia
says “Beautiful,” looking around the garden. Korngold portrays a romantic setting by using
ascending glissandos in the harp.

In Julia and Denny’s first kiss scene, Korngold adjusts the order of the score in the
“Garden Love Scene” to match the screen. Julia and Denny are walking in the garden in
Mutasarrif’s party. Julia says, “Beautiful.” Then they stop, gaze at each other, and kiss. Julia
says, “Forgive me,” and Denny says, “You? I’m the one,” and Julia says, “No, I think we both
can be forgiven. It was just one of those things that happened without cause and has no meaning.
It would be very foolish if we made anything of it.” Denny says, “Yes, you’re right. I can only
apologize.” Julia says, “We won’t talk about it anymore. No, I think we’d better be getting
back.” Then, as they turn to go back, Denny picks up a flower from the garden and gives it to
Julia.
The short scene of these two characters gazing at each other right before their kiss was
necessary to make it seem like the couple’s kiss was an unexpected thing. Korngold adjusted his
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score by skipping Rehearsal 13 to Rehearsal 16 (Musical Example 1.13), which starts off with
same tune of the melody but has an extra measure that is elevated because Korngold leaps to
high D, which is not normally the part of the theme. It portrays the two characters’ elevated
feeling towards each other that leads them to suddenly kiss. If Korngold had used the score as he
originally wrote, the kiss scene would have had less dramatic effect, for Rehearsal 13 has that
same phrase of the theme before with a conclusion chord that happened a few times in the
“Evening Scene” earlier.

Korngold returns again and again to the augmented-sixth chord sonority for the theme.
As in the aforementioned spot in the Violin Concerto, here also in the second measure of
Rehearsal 14 before the conclusion chord, Korngold uses an augmented-sixth chord resolving to
V. Another series is from Rehearsal 16, where Korngold uses augmented-sixth sonorities. At the
third measure of Rehearsal 16, we find a common-tone augmented sixth, with a shared C in the
bass, a progression favored by composers Korngold admired such as Mahler and Verdi.
Korngold writes C major to augmented-sixth, C major with added D to another augmented-sixth,
which resolves to V, then another augmented-sixth, which also resolves to V at one before
Rehearsal 18.

Now Julia has arrived in her room alone, still thinking about the time with Denny, and
then someone knocks on her door. Not knowing who is knocking on the door, Korngold uses the
theme’s beginning, P5-P4-P5-P4-A4, to portray a nervous awareness in Julia’s heart that maybe
it is Denny knocking on her door, coming back to her, which she was secretly hoping for.
Korngold uses horns and a harp to play the line from the opening of the theme, while the violins
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and bells play tremolos on high G and C.27 This is all marked ppp, creating tension as Julia gazes
at the door wondering who it is…But it is John, and the scene ends there.

27

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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Musical Example 1.13: Another Dawn “Garden Love Scene,” page 41-44
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Musical Example 1.14: Another Dawn, complete “Garden Love Scene”
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The next scene that has the theme is “Love” (54’30”). This scene is when Julia visits
Denny for the first time to talk since their kiss and since his serious injury from the war that he
just came from. In this scene, “Love,” Korngold uses the same music that he used for Julia and
John when they had their first serious conversation, the “Evening Scene.” This time, though,
Korngold cuts the first four measures and starts from where the actual full melody is written, but
everything else is used in the same way.
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Musical Example 1.15: Another Dawn, “Love”
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Julia comes to Denny to talk. This is when the theme starts again. The scene begins when
Julia knocks on Denny’s door and comes into the room to talk to him. Korngold puts a flute solo
with harp accompaniment to play the beginning of the theme right when Julia knocks on
Denny’s door (Musical Example 1.16). The ascending line is written in a similar manner as the
theme, P5-P4-P5-P5 (not A4 again, as was used previously) but the descending line is written
slightly differently by landing on C#, which is a tritone away from the local tonic of G,
portraying a complex mood that needs to be resolved, and continuing into a restatement of the
theme. The use of the tritone, a hallmark of late Romanticism, is reminiscent of works by Liszt
and Mahler. This C# is the dominant of F# major, which resolves into tonic. This theme was not
written in the film score, but the same theme material was previously used in “Evening Scene,”
from the film score pg. 18, second system (Musical Example 1.5). The timing of the music is
perfect, because Julia comes into the room where Denny is, saying, “Denny, I must talk to you.”
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When Denny answers, “Julia! You shouldn’t be here, sweetheart.” This is exactly when the
actual theme is being played. The presence of the musical theme in the background signifies
Julia and Denny’s complicated situation, including Denny’s romantic feelings toward Julia. Julia
tells Denny, “It’s quite all right. You see, I, I’ve come to say good bye. I’m leaving you and John
in Dickit forever.” And the scene ends as John appears in the scene in his room receiving a new
message from headquarters.

Musical Example 1.16: The unwritten part of the theme from Another Dawn

After receiving the latest reply from the headquarters, John goes to talk to Denny, and
accidentally overhears Julia and Denny’s conversation outside of Denny’s door.
The theme is back (Musical Example 1.18a below), from the bottom staff of p. 84, second
measure, until pg. 86 first staff, although the film score of the theme starts from ten measures
before what was actually used. Julia says to Denny, “Don’t you see, Denny, I’m the only one
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who can escape this hideous trap the three of us are caught in. One of us must go. If we don’t,
something terrible will happen. You and I aren’t strong enough.” Denny tells her, “Julia, you
can’t. What will happen to him?” Julia says, “He’ll go on, like you, fighting deeper and deeper
into the desert helping to build a nation. That’s your life. And I can go on just being Julia
Ashton.” Denny tells her, “You can’t end a thing like this by running away, Julia.” Julia says,
“No. You know, I’ll still keep on loving you, that won’t end, but I can’t stay here, Denny, I can’t.
Respecting him, loving you, hating myself, it’s just not possible.” Denny says, “There’s no way
out, Julia.” This is when the theme ends because their conversation gets interrupted by a
knocking sound. Julia goes to hide, and Denny finds an officer telling him that John wants to see
him in his office.

The most outstanding difference for the film music this time is that the entire theme is
played by a solo violin instead of the violin section, with a harp and wind section
accompanying.28 Another noticeable spot is the moving 16th notes at the 3rd measure of film
score pg. 85. There seems to be a mistake in the film score: the notes should have been F#, G, A,
B instead of what’s written, F#, A, G, B. As mentioned before, these corrected notes and rhythms
are written differently from the Violin Concerto, but in the film score they are written in the same
way as the “Evening Scene.”

28

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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Musical Example 1.17: Page 85, 3rd measure of Another Dawn, corrected notes

Korngold adds two extra measures which are also not written in the film score (Musical
Example 1.18b), but its musical idea was taken from the previous “Garden Love Scene,”
Rehearsal 16 (Musical Example 1.13). In the film score, Korngold again writes a conclusion
chord, but in the film the chord measure was not used. This suits the dialogue, because this is
when Denny says, “There’s no way out, Julia.” and their conversation gets interrupted by
someone knocking on the door. Not having the conclusion chord makes the situation sound
unresolved, which suits Julia and Denny’s conversation.

This music is also used for the very last scene of the film, which is of Julia and Denny
after they find out that John had succeeded in his suicidal mission and will never return. For the
ending scene, Korngold uses the violin section to play the theme instead of a solo violin. To fit
the timing of the scene, Korngold cuts three bars of pg. 85 (3rd measure to 5th measure, Musical
Example 1.18a) but uses the conclusion chord at the very end of the theme to finish the film.
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Musical Example 1.18a: Another Dawn, “Another Dawn”
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1.18b: Melody of the two added measures that are not in the film score

Denny comes to Julia to say goodbye and tell her that he’s heading out of country to do
permanent station orders, while in fact his secret mission is a suicidal rescue flight. Julia senses
something wrong and asks Denny if the job is dangerous. This moment is not written out in the
film score, but Korngold portrays the fearful emotion mixed with romance with a P4 – A4
succession in the flute line over a sustained chord (Musical Example 1.19a, 1:10:46). The
melody of the theme starts again with the violin solo with simple accompaniment (Musical
Example 1.19b) when Julia tells him “I’m frightened,” and Denny tells her “You shouldn’t be. If
I thought there’d be any risk, I’d be saying all sorts of silly things to you like… I love you.” Julia
tells him, “You mustn’t say that.” Denny says, “I would again.” The music stops as they hear an
engine revving, and they find that John is taking off with Denny’s plane to take the suicidal
rescue flight in his place. The theme music used in this conversation is also not written in the
film score, but the same music has appeared before in the film, “Evening Scene” on film score
page 17 (Musical Example 1.5). It is the first four bars in the key of E major. The melody is
played by the solo violin with a simplified accompaniment.
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Musical Example 1.19a: Missing music, P4-A4 succession in the flute solo line
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1.19b: Missing music: The theme played by the solo violin during Julia and Denny’s
conversation
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Chapter 2
Second movement of the Violin Concerto and Anthony Adverse

Synopsis of Anthony Adverse

The story of the film Anthony Adverse takes place in the late 18th to early 19th century in
Europe. Anthony and Angela had grown up together in Leghorn in the same Bonnyfeather
household, where Anthony was the apprentice to Bonnyfeather and Angela was the
Bonnyfeathers’ cook’s daughter. Anthony and Angela are now both grown up and they love each
other, both still living and serving in Bonnyfeather’s household. In Music cue No. 20, they are on
their way to the market in a horse carriage, talking to each other. They are laughing and sharing
their day. Angela laughs and tells him that her father bought state lottery tickets with all his
savings, and that if he doesn’t win something her mother will be very angry. Then Anthony
shows her the lottery ticket that he bought. Angela says, “Anthony, is it yours? What would you
do if you won?” Anthony says, “Well, first I’ll marry you. Then I’ll buy a real villa with
vineyard, and a huge fountain in the courtyard.” Angela says, “And a goat?” and Anthony says,
“Finest goat in Leghorn!” Angela doubts him and says, “No, you wouldn’t. You just say that.”
Anthony says, “Haven’t I always said it?” Angela says, “It’s different now. We are not children
any longer.” Anthony replies, “It’s all the more reason to believe me.” Angela looks down and
says, “I wish I were a great lady. With beautiful clothes and a carriage of my own. Then you’ll
be proud of me instead of being ashamed of me.” Anthony tells her, “I’ll never be ashamed of
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you, Angela. Never in a thousand years.” Angela says, “You will. Someday.” Anthony says,
“Look at me,” and then he kisses her. Angela becomes shy and suggests that they sing together.

Angela’s father does win the state lottery and the family immediately leaves the
Bonnyfeathers’ household and town. Not knowing where Angela’s family went, Anthony tries to
find Angela for years and finally finds her singing professionally in the opera chorus. Anthony
goes to find Angela and they greet happily and embrace each other. In the beginning of the music
cue No. 25, they are alone in the room seating on a sofa having a conversation. Angela says,
“Aren’t you proud of me?” and Anthony replies, “I adore you,” Angela says, “I mean my
singing,” and Anthony says, “I adore your singing.” Angela says, “Silly, you couldn’t possibly
hear me with all those other girls screeching at the top of their lungs.” Anthony says, “Oh, you’re
different. You… You stood right out.” Angela says, “I’m awkward, perhaps? So, do I sing off
pitch?” Anthony laughs, and says, “You’ve learned how to get compliments.” Angela says, “Not
compliments, Anthony. I want the truth. Señor Debrulle… he’s been very kind to me. He’s a nice
man. Full of encouragement. But unless I can be a great singer, I would rather not go on...”
Anthony says, “Even if you could, I wouldn’t let you!” Angela says, “Well, I must earn my
living somehow,” and Anthony says, “Have you forgotten already?” Angela says, “Forgotten?”
Anthony says, “Finest goat in Leghorn!” and Angela laughs and suddenly stands up and walks
by the window facing away from Anthony. Shocked and worried, Anthony asks, “You still love
me, Angela?” and Angela is still facing away from Anthony looking at the window says, “Of
course.” Anthony asks, “What is it? Your career?” and Angela says, “Yes. That is… Oh
Anthony, don’t you understand? It’s…it’s Bonnyfeather, he’d never give us consent.” Anthony
stands up and walks towards her and says, “Oh, I can make him understand, I know I can.”
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Angela says, “And if you can’t?” Anthony goes on to persuade Angela by saying “These two
years have changed me. I’ve worked. I’ve earned a real place for myself in the house of
Bonnyfeather. I’ve even repaid, in a way, a part of the kindness Mr. Bonnyfeather has shown
me.” Angela says, “Then if he needs you, he will never let you go.” Anthony says, “…then once
again I’m Anthony Adverse, an orphan, and I have nothing. With no inheritance or
tradition…But I have myself…With you, Angela, I can make that name stand for something. For
a new generation. For a great, new family tradition. Are you willing to give up your career, and
your name? For a man who hasn’t even a real name of his own to give you?” And Angela
replies, “Oh, Anthony, I love you.” They kiss and hug each other dearly.
The couple eventually weds, but they are soon to be apart again when fate intervenes.
Bonnyfeather asks Anthony to depart to Havana to save his fortune. On the day his ship is
supposed to leave, he and Angela have promised to meet at the convent before departing
together, but Anthony arrives late. Angela waits for him but eventually must leave a note outside
the convent, saying “Debrulle has changed his plans. The troupe goes to Rome instead of Venice
by order of General Bonaparte. Meet me there. Love, Angela.” But the note Angela leaves gets
blown away, and Anthony, who arrives late, does not see it. Each thinks that the other person has
abandoned them. Anthony leaves for Havana while Angela departs with her opera company to
pursue her dream. Years later, after living in Havana and in Africa, Anthony is back in Europe to
find that Bonnyfeather has died and his housekeeper has taken all of Bonnyfeather’s fortune.
Anthony goes to Paris to claim his portion of the inheritance, and there he hears gossip of
Napoleon Bonaparte’s mistress, a famous singer known as Mademoiselle Georges, receiving a
magnificent diamond necklace from Napoleon that Josephine had wanted. Anthony and Angela
are both at Napoleon’s masked ball, and there Angela is shocked to see Anthony and
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immediately leaves. Anthony finally meets Angela again and realizes that she bore him a son,
and they spend a wonderful few days together. Angela invites Anthony to her next opera
performance, and there Anthony finds out that she is Mademoiselle Georges, the opera star to
whom Napoleon gave the necklace! As Angela is wearing Napoleon’s gift and sings on stage,
she sees Anthony standing up and leaving the opera house. She whispers goodbye to Anthony.
Anthony is shocked and returns home to find his son waiting for him with Angela’s letter
apologizing and saying that he is better suited to raise the boy. Anthony departs to America with
his son.

In The Last Prodigy, Brendan G. Carroll describes Korngold’s compositional styles and
his influence in film music, which includes his score for Anthony Adverse. He says the score for
Anthony Adverse, out of all Korngold’s works for the screen, is closest to an opera due to its
countless leitmotifs and themes for the many characters and episodes. He also describes an
interview with the director Mervyn LeRoy, who recalled that Korngold would always be careful
of what pitch or register the actors were speaking in, and then he would score carefully so as not
to interfere with it; no other composers he had worked with had cared about such details. The
book also mentions an interview with George Berris, who was a violinist for Anthony Adverse in
the Warner Brothers orchestra. Berris reminisces in 1975:
The Warner orchestra had really only developed with the arrival of Korngold because the
music he wrote was really so much more difficult than the usual stuff we played, and it
was scored for such a large orchestra. In about two years, the old Vitaphone Orchestra
(which had really only been a glorified dance band) was replaced by what amounted to a
full-scale symphony orchestra, second to none. Not many people realize or acknowledge
Korngold’s influence in this happening today, but it’s true… On Anthony Adverse there
were close to sixty musicians on the stage… I recall, too, that the score was so long that
he would often work very late, writing music for scenes to be scored in a few days’ time,
and the pressure on him was very great. I remember too, that, because I freelanced at that
time, I would go over to Goldwyn or Fox and work on scores by Alfred Newman and I
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realized that he was obviously very influenced by Korngold, so much of his music was
similar especially in duel scenes or action scenes. But Korngold was the originator of the
style… even though the other fellows would never admit it.29

Musical Comparison and Analysis

As noted earlier, this dissertation is not a full analysis of the scores, nor will it discuss every
moment the shared material appears in the film scores. I will mainly focus on the significant
sections of the shared themes in the score.

Table 3: Location of shared musical materials in the second movement and in Anthony
Adverse 30

29

Carroll, Last Prodigy, 257.

30

Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank, “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W.
Korngold’s Self-Arrangements,” Acta Musicologica 66/2 (1994): 87.
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The second movement of the concerto is in ternary song (A B A’) form. The first (A) and
the third parts (A’) have the same theme, which is also the love theme for the film. In concerto,
the orchestral introduction begins in G major, in 3/4 time, with simple G major seventh chords
with the seventh of the chord in the bass. The third part of the movement, from Rehearsal 53, is
in F major. In the scenes “I’ll wait for you my love” and “Love Night,” music cues No. 20 and
No. 25, in which the theme is used in its entirety, the music used for both scenes is
fundamentally the same except for dynamics and a few other small details. They are both in G
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major as well, with the seventh in the bass, but there is no introduction preceding the melody.
The tempo is much faster than the tempo normally played for the Violin Concerto, to carry the
excitement and dramatic tension.

Korngold uses the same theme of the second movement of the concerto whenever
Anthony and Angela appear together in the film. There are three different sections in the theme.
The melody of the first two sections of the theme are fundamentally the same as the second
movement of the concerto. The first section of the theme is from measure 9-20, and the second
section of the theme is from measure 21-32 of the second movement. But in the film, the third
section of the theme is the most used. In the concerto, however, the third section of the theme is
not used as prominently, for if it did, it would mean that the movement would have two
prominent themes for one movement.31 In Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank’s article
in Acta Musicologica “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W. Korngold’s SelfArrangements,” it describes the first, second, and the third section of the theme as group a, b, and
c, and explains Korngold’s compositional style difference in the musical theme shared by
Anthony Adverse and the second movement of the Violin Concerto. It explains that in group c,
the parts of the melody are detached from the original context and treated in an arabesques style
in the solo part.
…the arabesques are recognizable as such because of the large interval leaps, irregular
rhythms and chromatic alterations which occur in them. Similarly, the strict harmonic
rhythm of the original has disintegrated; in principle, the chords remain the same, but
their position in the meter differs almost from bar to bar. On the one hand, in omitting the
original melody, the composer has in a sense forfeited a certain close compositional link
which existed in the model in the film. There, group c emerged logically from a certain
31

Ibid: 89.
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transition procedure, wherein lay the function of group b, but now this transition leads to
“nothing more than” a new key and is therefore reduced to a modulation. On the other
hand, due to the floating character of the paraphrase itself, it has resulted in a section
which performs an important formal function at the end of the movement in particular.
The group in question, c, is the only group from A which is repeated in its entirety when
A is recapitulated as A.32

32

Ibid: 89.
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Musical Example 2.1: Third section of the theme, from Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick
Swithinbank’s “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W. Korngold’s Self-Arrangements,”
page 90 33

33

Ibid: 90.
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Musical Example 2.2: First and second sections of the theme in the beginning of the second
movement
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Musical Example 2.3: Anthony Adverse, “I’ll wait for you my love,” Rehearsal 9: Angela sings
the third section of the theme
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Musical Example 2.4: Anthony Adverse, “Angela,” Rehearsal 3
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At the beginning of the scene “I’ll wait for you my love” (Musical Example 2.5), the
theme is first introduced by a piccolo solo accompanied by a harp and upper strings,34 which
creates a fairy tale-like, dreamy, unreal feeling. This suits the scene of grown-up Anthony and
Angela riding in a horse carriage to the market, having a conversation in the beautiful countryside. The scene first shoots from afar, wide angle, and then the camera gets close to the couple as
the theme is being played. Rehearsal 3 in the film score is when Anthony shows Angela his
lottery ticket. The first page bottom staff of the scene “I’ll wait for you my love” is when Angela
enthusiastically asks, “Is it yours? What would you do if you won?” and Anthony replies, “Well,
first I’ll marry you.” This dialogue corresponds to the last measure of the first page of the scene.
The chord here is a French augmented-sixth chord. From Rehearsal 1, the melody is played by
the violin section. Korngold adds winds to support the melody at the fifth measure of Rehearsal
3. Korngold keeps the harp arpeggiated to complete the accompaniment and to create a romantic
atmosphere. Korngold also varies the dynamic markings: the first time, for this French
augmented-sixth chord, the dynamic markings are gentler than the second time, where he
prepares the chord with a big crescendo to forte for the melody line and fortissimo for the
harmony parts and a measure of diminuendo to the augmented-sixth chord. In the Violin
Concerto, at this same moment in the theme, it consists of simple major triads (B flat and A), and
the dynamic marking is even gentler: it features the same setup with hairpins, but not to the point
of forte, given the fact that this whole phrase is marked piano. This French augmented-sixth
chord comes back at two before Rehearsal 5. At Rehearsal 4, Anthony says, “Then I’ll buy a real

34

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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villa with a huge fountain and a courtyard,” and Angela says, “And a goat?” and Anthony says,
“Finest goat in Leghorn”; Angela suddenly looks down and says “No, you wouldn’t” as the
orchestra plays another French augmented-sixth chord. There is a diminuendo written a measure
before the French augmented-sixth chord, mirroring Angela’s feeling of discouragement. The
third section of the theme starts when Anthony says, “All the more reason to believe me.”
Korngold changes the key signature to C major, which gives a feeling of sincerity to the context.
In the film score, Korngold indicates that Angela, and then Anthony, sing the melody of the third
section of the theme. However, in the film, Angela sings the entire song by herself.

Although at the scene “Love Night” (Musical Example 2.6), the music is same as the
previous scene, Korngold puts the same French augmented-sixth chord to word-paint the scene
when Angela is asked whether she still loves Anthony, at the moment she says “Of course” to
Anthony, facing away from him. It portrays her mixed feelings between her ambition of
becoming a great singer and her love for Anthony, who reappears after many years and asks her
to marry him. The same chord happens when Angela subtly evades Anthony’s questions by
saying, “Oh Anthony, don’t you understand? It’s…It’s Bonnyfeather. He’ll never give us
consent.” When the third section of the theme comes in C major again, this time, too, the music
helps create a sense of sincerity when Anthony tries to persuade Angela.
There is another scene in which Korngold uses the second part of the theme. This is the scene
“Last Service” (Musical Example 2.7). This is when the newly wedded Angela is waiting in a
horse carriage for Anthony at the convent on the day his ship to Havana is to sail. At Rehearsal
2, Angela says, “I cannot wait any longer,” and she writes a note to Anthony, passes it to the
coachman to place by the bell pull, and she leaves. However, the note gets blown away and falls
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on the ground. Anthony arrives late and does not see the note or Angela. In this scene, the key
signature is different than previous scenes. Korngold again uses two sets of descending octatonic
bass lines and the same French augmented-sixth chords. There is a small mistake in the score at
sixth measure of Rehearsal 2 in the melody line: the note should be A# G# A# G# then to G
natural in the next measure. The note D in the accompaniment part is the enharmonic equivalent
of C double sharp.

The scene “I’ll wait for you my love” (Musical Example 2.5, Rehearsal 3) and the
corresponding passage in the Violin Concerto (Example 2.8, Rehearsal 39 to 41) are identical in
their use of two back-to-back descending octatonic bass lines. The first, from Rehearsal 39, is G,
F, E, D, C#, B, Bb; the second, starting at Rehearsal 40, is a semitone lower (F#, E, Eb, Db, C,
Bb, A). Each passage thus cycles twice through a series of descending minor thirds, a classic
19th-century harmonic technique associated with Schubert, Schumann, Liszt, and Wagner. The
harmonizations in the two versions, however, contain a subtle difference. The concerto simply
uses an alternation of major triads and half-diminished 4/3 chords over the descending octatonic
bass line. In the film score, by contrast, French augmented-sixth chords are strategically placed
above the penultimate bass note in each series (B in the first, B-flat in the second) for dramatic
effect, highlighting the fact that Anthony is hopeful and excited for the reunion while Angela is
confused and uncertain about the future. Each of these substitutions is achieved through the
chromatic alteration of a single semitone, and yet the emotional effect is profoundly different.
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Musical Example 2.5: Anthony Adverse, “I’ll wait for you my love,” music cue No. 20
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Musical Example 2.6: Anthony Adverse, “Love Night,” music cue No. 25
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Musical Example 2.7: Anthony Adverse, “Last Service,” music cue No. 27
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Musical Example 2.8: Violin Concerto, Rehearsal 39
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Musical Example 2.9: Last part (A’) of the second movement
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Korngold uses an unusual dissonant substitution in the third section of the theme in the
second movement. In the film score, this harmony in handled in a traditional manner, with G# in
the bass supporting an applied diminished 7th chord that goes to A minor, then to G major.
In the concerto, at the second measure of Rehearsal 43, he adds D# in the orchestra part, creating
a colorful diminished-third clash with F natural in the solo part. This acts as an applied chord to
A minor and soon tonicizes G major in a manner similar to the film version.

Musical Example 2.10a: Third section of the theme in the second movement vs. film score
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2.10b: Anthony Adverse, music cue No. 20, Rehearsal 7

In the last part of the second movement of the concerto, Korngold returns to the first and
second sections of the theme, but they are reduced in length (Example 2.11). In the return of the
second section of the theme at Rehearsal 54, he again uses the same octatonic bass lines, like in
the first part of the movement, with a series of descending minor thirds. At Rehearsal 55 and
fifth measure of Rehearsal 55, these four measures are the only time the literal quotation of the
third section of the theme is used in the second movement of the Violin Concerto. As mentioned
earlier in the Acta Musicologica article, “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W.
Korngold’s Self-Arrangements” by Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank, the arabesque
character of the solo violin part floats over the third section of the theme and ends the movement.
It is highly embellished and supported by sustained chords in the orchestra.
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Korngold explores other unconventional sonorities in the movement’s conclusion. Four
measures from the end of the second movement, at Più mosso, the solo violin plays an ascending
figure based on an octatonic collection (with an added Ab substituting for G, apparently to avoid
an octave duplication with the bass), shadowed by partial doublings in sustained first violins and
vibraphone. In the background is a low-register pedal on a G-major triad, the B and D of which
clash with the octatonic scale. The result is a moment of nearly complete chromatic saturation,
lacking only F-natural. In the final Adagio, the F-sharp and A settle in to become the major 7th
and 9th of the tonic chord; the A resolves almost imperceptibly to G in the final measure.
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Musical Example 2.11: Last four measures of the second movement
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The third section of the theme first appears in the film when young Anthony meets young Angela
for the first time, and they play together (Musical Example 2.4). As the chart [Table 3] shows,
the variant versions of the third section of the theme appears the most in the film score. It
appears whenever there is a change of emotions or dramatic developments between Angela and
Anthony. Korngold uses the third section of the theme when Angela’s father wins the lottery and
as the family leaves the house of Bonnyfeather. As Angela abruptly leaves with her family in a
horse carriage, one by one, Anthony asks her to not to go, but Angela tells him, “Anthony, if you
love me, find me later, but don’t come now” (Musical Example 2.12a, music cue No. 22).
Korngold uses the theme in a scene occurring years later, when Anthony goes to see an opera,
sees Angela singing in a choir on stage, and goes to meet her (Musical Example 2.12a, music cue
No. 24). The theme appears again when Anthony is late to meet his newly-wedded wife Angela
at the convent after talking to Mr. Bonnyfeather (Musical Example 2.12b, music cue No. 27). It
is also used when Anthony is sick in bed in Africa, calling out for Angela, whom he hasn’t seen
for many years and misses (Musical Example 2.12c, music cue No. 37). When Anthony returns
to Europe and accidentally meets Angela and calls her by name, he learns that she is now
publicly known as Mademoiselle Georges, Napoleon’s mistress. Angela hears Anthony from afar
and runs away in shock. Finally, Anthony and Angela reunite, and as they embrace each other
and talk, the theme is used again (Musical Example 2.12e, music cue No. 48). At the end of the
film, when Anthony gives his beloved Madonna to his son, whom Angela leaves with Anthony,
the film’s ending title scenes are all used with the third section of the theme.
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It is Korngold’s tendency to change the time signature quite often in his music. In this
movement he changes meter constantly as well. In total of 110 measures in this movement, he
changes the time signature 43 times. This can be traced all through his oeuvre. In the
composition of Das Wunder der Heliane, Op. 20 (1927), “he changes meter not just from bar to
bar but even in mid-bar, thus creating a mood of constant excitement and tension....”35 In the
Adagio middle movement of his Piano Quintet, Op. 15 (1922), Korngold indicates no fewer than
54 changes of time signature within this movement’s thirteen pages of full score. However, in
the film Anthony Adverse, the scene “From the Shepherdess, Love Night,” where the same theme
is used as the concerto for about 60 measures total, Korngold only changes the meter one time. It
is in 4/4 mainly, but for only one measure he changes it into 3/2, and then back to 4/4 time.

35

Carroll, Last Prodigy, 194.
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Musical Example 2.12: Anthony Adverse, selected scenes where the third part of the theme is
used
(Ex. 2.12a)
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(Ex. 2.12b)

(Ex. 2.12c)
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(Ex. 2.12d)
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(Ex. 2.12e)
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(Ex. 2.12f)
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(Ex. 2.12g)
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Chapter 3
Third movement of the Violin Concerto and The Prince and the Pauper (1937 film)

Synopsis of The Prince and the Pauper

The movie is based on a novel by American author Mark Twain. It is a fictional story, set
in 1537 in London, of two boys born on the same day in Tudor England who are identical in
appearance. One is named Tom Canty, a pauper who is the son of an abusive, alcoholic, criminal
father, John Canty. The other is Edward Tudor, the Prince of Wales, a son of King Henry VIII of
England. Tom grows up in poverty and aspires for something better for himself and his family;
the Prince, Edward, grows up in complete isolation and luxury and is curious about the outside
world. King Henry VIII is very ill and in bed, while one of his men, Earl of Hertford, is trying to
get his way with the King so that he may appoint him as the Lord High Protector of the Prince
when Prince Edward ascends to the throne. The King, for political reasons, wants Earl of
Hertford to be the High Protector of the Prince, although he knows that the Prince hates him.
The Prince finishes his tutoring and begins to play with palace aristocrats when Earl of Hertford
interrupts him to take him to the King’s room. The King gives the Prince the great seal of
England in front of the Earl of Hertford and offers him advice as his successor. But doctors
interrupt their conversation before the King tells the Prince that the Earl of Hertford is to be the
Lord High Protector. Now back in his room, the Prince finds that everyone is left to go to bed.
Wanting to play, the Prince goes out of palace through the secret entrance where he sees the
pauper getting beaten by the palace guards. The Prince appears on the scene and orders the
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guards to stop. He brings the Pauper into the palace to play with him. They talk with each other
about their different worlds and decide to switch their clothes as a prank. The Pauper washes up
his face, the Prince puts ashes on his face, and they play switching roles. When they look in the
mirror, they are shocked that they look exactly like each other and laugh about it. They go on and
play games with swapped clothes. The Prince hides the great seal and then goes out in the
Pauper’s outfit to find his dog. As soon as the Prince steps out, the palace guards think he is the
Pauper, and they beat him and throw him outside of the palace. Meanwhile, waiting for the
Prince, the Pauper falls asleep in the Prince’s room eating fruits that he offered.
The next day, servants wake the Pauper up, and the Pauper’s first question to them is,
“where is the Prince?”. When the Pauper kneels to them to beg for forgiveness and tells the
whole truth, servants think that the Prince is very ill. Seeing this, the Earl of Hertford thinks it’s a
chance for him to seize power if the King still appoints him as Lord Protector but dies before
proclaiming the Prince his successor, and so he goes to tell the King. Servants take the Pauper to
the King, who tells the King the truth that he’s not a Prince but a poor boy named Tom Canty.
The Pauper begs the King not to behead him, and the King orders his noble men to heal the
‘Prince,’ whatever it takes. Feeling anxious, the King announces his son to be the heir to the
throne in front of the entire court, but dies right before appointing the Lord High Protector. The
desperate Earl of Hertford goes straight to the Pauper in the Prince’s room, seeking appointment
as the Lord High Protector, which the Pauper does without knowing what’s going on. The
Pauper tells the Earl of Hertford the truth of what exactly happened to him and to the Prince, and
Earl of Hertford goes out to find out the truth with the captain of the guard, who advises him to
bring the Prince’s dog to the Pauper, because the dog barks at everyone except the Prince. After
finding out the truth that it is the Pauper and not the Prince, the Earl of Hertford orders the
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Pauper not to tell anyone about the truth and demands that he pretend to be Prince Edward. The
Earl of Hertford makes a deal with the captain of the guard to kill the Prince to keep their
positions and power.
The Prince, out of the palace, hears the news of the King passing. The Prince gets into a
fight with a commoner who mocks the late King and is saved by a soldier named Miles Hendon,
who disbelieves the Prince telling his identity but protects him anyway. The Prince stays the
night at Miles Hendon’s, while the Pauper’s father, John Canty, who has mistaken the Prince as
his son, takes him away when Hendon is away. John Canty beats the Prince, and Father Andrew
comes to rescue the Prince. John accidently hits Father Andrew and kills him. John Canty
decides to flee the town to avoid prosecution and takes the Prince with him, and Miles Hendon
goes after him. Meanwhile, at the palace, the Earl of Hertford manipulates the Pauper and tries to
get everything to his favor. He is desperately looking for the real Prince and also the great seal
which the Prince hid before he left the palace. Miles Hendon overhears the truth from the palace
guards talking about the Prince being missing and learns that the Pauper is in the palace at the
Inn near the Robber’s Roost. John Canty forces the Prince to help him rob the Inn that Miles
Hendon is in, but fails and runs away. Miles Hendon sees the Prince in the runaway scene and
rescues him by killing John Canty. They are caught by the policemen, mistaken as thieves, and
brought back to the inn, where the palace guards recognize the Prince and take him away. The
Prince is taken by the palace guards, and Miles Hendon is tied up at the inn by the policemen.
The innkeeper secretly frees him, and Miles Hendon quickly follows the Prince because he
senses something is wrong. The captain of the guard takes the Prince in the woods to secretly kill
him, but Miles Hendon comes just in time and fights the guards, killing all of them, and rescues
the Prince once again. Miles Hendon and the Prince head to the Palace, where the coronation is
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to be held the next day. The Prince and Miles Hendon arrive just in time, right before the Pauper
is to be crowned. The Pauper and the Prince both tell the truth to the crowd, though no one
believes them. People are shocked by how similar they look. They ask private questions to the
Prince to find out whether he’s the real Prince. The Prince answers all of their questions. They
finally ask where the great seal of England is. The Prince mistakenly answers wrong once, but
finally remembers the actual hidden spot of the great seal; they find it and finally recognize him
as the real Prince. Now as a crowned King, Edward orders the Earl of Hertford to be banished
from England for the rest of his life, but bestows upon Miles Hendon and the Pauper their
rewards.
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Musical Comparison and Analysis

Table 4: Location of shared musical materials in the third movement and in The Prince and
the Pauper 36

36

Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank, “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W.
Korngold’s Self-Arrangements,” Acta Musicologica 66/2 (1994): 91.
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The 3rd movement of the Violin Concerto is in D major. The main title in The Prince and
the Pauper’s opening is in E major.37 In the beginning of the third movement, the solo violin part
has fast virtuosic running eighth-notes that arpeggiate triads. The phrase is eight measures long.

37

In the film score, the wrong key signature is given; it is written in F-sharp major where it
should have been written as E major.
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The orchestra follows while the solo part accentuates with pizzicatos. According to Robbert Van
Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank’s article:
The third movement lies midway between a rondo and a theme and variations. The rondo
element manifests itself in two aspects. The first is a particular pattern of repetitions
which can be observed in the movement:

The second rondo aspect concerns the functions of these groups. The A groups from the
refrain, and the B groups the episode, while the c groups are transitional sections. A, the
theme/refrain, consists of the period from The Prince and the Pauper assigned the
number 1; B, the episode, consists of the period from the same film which has been
numbered 2.38

38

Robbert Van Der Lek and Mick Swithinbank, “Concert Music as Reused Film Music: E.-W.
Korngold’s Self-Arrangements,” Acta Musicologica 66/2 (1994): 91.
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Musical Example 3.1a: Third movement, section A material
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3.1b: Third movement, section B material
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3.1c: Third movement, section C material
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The main title music for the film sets the mood for the storyline. The main title music of
The Prince and the Pauper is a grandiose theme with fast, decorative ascending scales and
sparkling tremolos that suggest the majesty and grandeur of the cinematic setting: palace, king
and prince. This theme is the main body of the last movement of the Violin Concerto. For the
finale, Korngold took the request of Heifetz to increase the technical difficulties of the solo
violin part and make it more virtuosic. However, Korngold’s intention above all was a lyrical
creation – in the composer’s words, “for a Caruso rather than a Paganini.” It is a joyful,
perpetuum mobile finale.

The entire finale movement is mostly fast, continuous eighth notes, with variations
involving running sixteenth notes, dotted rhythms, and multiple stops in the solo violin. The
lyrical theme occurs in the B sections, which occur a total of three times. While in the film score
it is the main title theme — the heroic fanfare — in the third movement of the concerto, it is a
lyrical passage. The dynamic of the B sections is piano to mezzo piano. The only time the
grandioso passage from the opening title of the film occurs in the third movement is at Rehearsal
103, played fortissimo by the orchestra. But by the time the solo comes in at Rehearsal 105, the
dynamic is back to piano. The performance tempo of the film score is slightly slower than the
usual performance tempo of the third movement. The grand theme is elaborated in both versions
with fast, decorative scalar motion and tremolos. The theme is written in half notes in the
concerto, but in quarter notes in the film score because the time signature is notated differently.
In the concerto, this passage is in 2/2, whereas in the film score, it is in 4/4. The most noticeable
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difference between the two scores is the instrumentation. 39 In the Violin Concerto, the sound of
the celeste is very prominent, but it is not used for the film score. The fuller brass section makes
the movement sound fuller and more colorful than the film’s main title. In the film score, the key
signature of the opening title is mistakenly written in F-sharp major; it clearly should have been
written as E major. The finale at Rehearsal 103 is in F major. There is another small mistake in
the film score at the second measure of Rehearsal 2 (Musical Example 3.4a), where the melody
is played as A natural despite being notated as A#. This theme in the concerto is played by the
solo violin, in harmonics. The dynamic is piano. The third measure of Rehearsal 105 has
different interval ranges in the melody from the main title melody.

Musical Example 3.2: Melody used in the third movement, Rehearsal 105

39

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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Musical Example 3.3: Melody used in the main title, Rehearsal 2 with correct key signature in E
major
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Musical Example 3.4a: Main title of The Prince and the Pauper
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3.4b: Third movement, Rehearsal 103
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Korngold recomposes the theme in various ways both in the film and in the third
movement. For the film, he varies it with tempo, rhythm, and key to support the screen action
and dialogue. A writing style similar to the beginning of the third movement can be found in the
later part of the film score, from the bottom system of page 44 (Musical Example 3.8). In the
film score, this music is heard as the Prince and Miles run to stop the coronation ceremony and
claim the Prince’s authority. To verify his identity over the Pauper, who is about to be crowned,
one of the King’s men is ordered to find the hidden great seal of England, the location of which
is confidently disclosed by the Prince. The King’s man runs out of the church, where his horse is
waiting, to ride to the palace. After he checks the location, he rides his horse back to the church
to tell everyone that the great seal is not where the Prince had indicated. The Pauper then helps
the Prince to remember the correct location where he really hid it. The Prince recalls the correct
location, and the King’s man is dispatched on horseback again to finally find the missing seal in
its place.

The music accompanying the search for the great seal is repeated in the film score: it is
heard as the King’s man goes out for the first time in search of the seal, and it is heard again
during his second ride. The third movement of the Violin Concerto starts with D major, with this
same variation of the theme from the scene. It has the strong Lydian coloration of the “main
title” music and bears close similarity to the Lydian color of the opening of the first movement,
which even involves the same chromatic pitch (G#). For this scene in the film (Musical Example
3.8), for the first ride of the King’s man, the music is played in D major, despite being notated in
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F major. 40 There are some missing bars in the film score between Rehearsal 2 and 3, where
Korngold adds an ascending four-measure phrase such that from Rehearsal 3, the music is
performed in the “correct” key as it is written in the score. There are also missing bars around
Rehearsal 8 and 11 in the first run, which is presumably to fit the screen action. The second time,
the music is performed as written in F major, and the added measures that are missing from the
film score for the first run are not used.
The four-measure phrase of the ‘King’s man’s running’ theme is first played by the solo
piano supported by the winds, and then at Rehearsal 2 the theme is played by the winds and
orchestra. 41 After Rehearsal 5, the rhythms change in the theme. This is used when the King’s
man is outside of the church or riding from the palace to find the seal. The dotted rhythms
imitate a horse’s running. Whenever the King’s man is running, the variations are in triplet or in
duplet eighth-note rhythms, and whenever the King’s man is riding a horse, the variations are in
dotted rhythms.

In the concerto, these dotted rhythmic variations are used as well. It is first introduced by
the orchestra at Rehearsal 66 (Musical Example 3.5). The rhythm is written similarly to the film
score, but its time signatures are different. The film score is in 2/4, and the third movement is in
6/8. Between Rehearsal 69 and 71 is the only time that the solo violin has the dotted rhythm
variation in chords. The rhythm is written slightly differently; it is written not as dotted rhythms
but as quadruplet sixteenths with a rest on the second sixteenth. But because of its fast tempo, it

40

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
41

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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sounds like a dotted rhythm. The orchestra again has dotted rhythms at Rehearsal 85, and also at
89 (Musical Example 3.6). These running triplets and dotted-rhythm variations are the main
theme and variations of the A sections in the movement, whereas in the film score, it is only used
for this short running scene (Musical Example 3.8, Rehearsal 5). For the film, by contrast, the
grandioso theme is used the most; while it forms the B section in the violin concerto and comes
back three times in the movement, it is strikingly understated in its first appearance.

Between these dotted-rhythm passages between the orchestra part and the solo line, at
Rehearsal 68, there is a rhythmically exciting passage that does not occur in the film score. Apart
from the introductory bar, Korngold establishes a surprisingly regular four-bar hypermeter in the
third movement until Rehearsal 68 (Musical Example 3.5), where it cadences on A on the
downbeat. But as soon as it cadences, it creates another grouping, which makes the upbeat of
Rehearsal 68 part of the beginning of the new group. Despite the disorienting off-beat accents in
the opening theme, this passage is the first interruption to the regular four-bar hypermeter in the
movement.

At Rehearsal 83 in the third movement (Musical Example 3.6), the solo violin part has a
running sixteenth-note variation. This is not written in the film score. However, there is a short
missing passage in the film score at around page 14, the scene in which the Prince finishes up
tutoring and begins to play with people in the palace. The music used in this scene sounds similar
to this running sixteenth-note variation. The eight-bar phrase of the theme in running sixteenth
notes is played until their play-time is interrupted by the Earl of Hertford coming to take the
Prince to the King’s room.
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In the Nutcracker scene (Musical Example 3.9), Korngold uses an approach similar to the
sixteenth-note variation which is written as duple eighth-note variation of the theme. In the third
movement at Rehearsal 83, the solo has running sixteenth notes while the orchestra accompanies
in eighth notes. In the film score, it has an eighth-note theme that finishes the phrase with
sixteenth notes. It is written pesante, and the tempo is much slower. The first part of the theme is
played by the string section, accompanied by low-register brass instruments. The last part of the
theme is played by the higher-register instruments like piccolo.42 In the third movement at
Rehearsal 112, the wind section is playing a running sixteenth-note variation of the theme while
the strings and brass sections are playing the dotted rhythm to support underneath. This variation
is taken by the solo violin in double stops, which progresses into virtuosic passages. To support
the violin solo, now the string sections and bassoon are playing the dotted-rhythm material.

42

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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Musical Example 3.5: Beginning of the third movement
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Musical Example 3.6: Third movement, Rehearsal 83
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Musical Example 3.7: Third movement, Rehearsal 112
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Musical Example 3.8: The Prince and the Pauper, page 44
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Musical Example 3.9: The Prince and the Pauper, “The Nutcracker”

Korngold plays with the tempo of the theme to create different moods. In the scene
“Long live the Prince” at Rehearsal 15, King Henry VIII tells the newborn prince, “Poor little
thing. Brought into this world to wear a crown whether it fits him or not. It shall weigh him
down until he’ll wish he’d been born to the meanest pauper in London.” Korngold uses the same
theme but in a much slower tempo to create a less cheery effect to match the scene. Korngold has
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a harp plucking the melody while the upper strings and high-register winds are creating thin
layers of open harmonies.

Musical Example 3.10: The Prince and the Pauper, “Long live the Prince,” Rehearsal 15

For the film score, Korngold uses the theme in minor, which never happens in the third
movement of the concerto. At film score page 10, the Pauper is talking to Father Andrew. The
theme is played when Tom asks the priest, “But Father, why did his majesty turn you out of your
house and take away your pension when you didn’t do anything to him?” The minor theme
highlights the distressed feeling of their dialogue.
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Musical Example 3.11: The Prince and the Pauper, page 10

At the film score page 15 at Rehearsal 4, the tempo marking is Grave. This is when King
Henry VIII calls for the Prince in his room, takes out the great seal of England and shows him.
The King says, “Do you know what this is?” and the Prince replies, “Yes, Father. The great seal
of England.” The King tells him, “There’s strange magic in it, Edward. It can make a royal whim
a law, and innocent man guilty, a poor man rich — a dangerous toy for a child… and a fool.”
Korngold has low-register string instruments and wind instruments play the theme.43 The slow
tempo with accents on every note gives importance and weight to the mood of the scene. The
theme is played in G major, although it is written in F# major in the score.

43

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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Musical Example 3.12: The Prince and the Pauper, page 15
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Rehearsal 2 on page 16 of the film score occurs right after King Henry VIII and the
Prince say good night to each other (Example 3.13). This would be their very last time seeing
each other before the King’s death. The Prince goes back to his room, where he expects his
aristocrat friends to be waiting to play with him. When he gets to his room, he finds that
everyone has left. He places on the table the great seal of England, which he has just received
from the King, and goes out of his room to the postmen to ask where everyone is. He is informed
that it was their bedtime. The Prince then asks where his dog is, and another postman answers
that he’s been taken to the kennels. The Prince orders the postman to fetch the dog, but he tells
him, “Your highness, this is our post. If we leave it, we would have to answer to the King
himself.” Disappointed, the Prince goes back inside his room. For this scene, the melody is
divided by different instrumentation to match the dialogue. As the Prince speaks to the postman,
the beginning part of the melody is played by the flute and other winds. As the Prince receives
the postman’s reply, the end of the melody is played by the strings. This is from Rehearsal 5 to 9
(in the film score, Rehearsal 9 seems to be mistakenly written as number 2). The melody is
written slightly differently for this scene. Korngold uses grace notes to elaborate the head of the
melody and then cuts it off to time the scene perfectly, where the Prince comes back to his room
expecting to play, only to find that everyone has left. Again, three bars later, at one measure
before Rehearsal 4, Korngold cuts short another melody, this time when the Prince puts down the
seal on the table. He goes out of his room to ask the postman. It is unfortunate that the exact
instrumentation is not written in the film score. However, the crossings between the wind and the
string sections are clear to the listener. Unlike in the concerto, Korngold puts grace notes and
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rests at the head of the melody. This gives the effect of a light and playful mood, which portrays
the young Prince’s desire to play more.
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Musical Example 3.13: The Prince and the Pauper, page 16 Rehearsal 1
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There is another passage of the theme where the tempo is marked lento, at film score
page 18, Rehearsal 1 (Musical Example 3.15). This is when the Prince and the Pauper have
switched their clothes as a prank, and the Prince is about to go outside to get his dog in the
Pauper’s clothes. The Prince heads out, but stops and comes back to hide the seal before he
leaves. The Prince takes the great seal of England, which had been placed on his table, and
secretly hides it. This theme is again played by the low-register instruments. Korngold puts
unusual rests in the theme, which does not happen at other times. The music lends a cautious and
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secretive atmosphere to the scene. But because of those unusual rests in the theme, it does not
sound gloomy and dark.

After the Prince heads out his room, the Pauper looks at the fruits that were placed on the
Prince’s table. The Prince had already given his permission to the Pauper to eat the fruits, which
the Pauper never had eaten in his life. While the Prince is out, the Pauper enjoys the fruits. For
this very special moment for the Pauper, Korngold uses three notes, C, G, F natural (not F# like
in the original theme), from the beginning of the theme played by the wind and brass sections,
with violins playing a high (C7 range) counter-melody with harp plucking chords.44

Musical Example 3.14: The Prince and the Pauper, 5th measure of Rehearsal 2, page 18

It creates the magical mood that the Pauper must have felt. Meanwhile, the Prince is out
of the palace building in the courtyard. The palace guards see the Prince, thinking he is a pauper,
and catches him. The Prince yells at them saying, “Are you mad? Do you want to lose your
heads? How dare you touch me!” Here, Korngold changes the rhythm of the theme material. The
tempo is marked più mosso. This rhythmic variation never happens in the concerto. It gives the

44

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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scene a hasty mood. Korngold first uses sixteenth notes; then the rhythmic values slow down to
eighth notes, and then to quarter-note triplets.

Musical Example 3.15: The Prince and the Pauper, page 18 Rehearsal 1
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There is a fragmented appearance of the theme, played in alternation by groups of highregister and low-register instruments on film score page 20. This is the scene where the Pauper
has eaten countless fruits in the Prince’s room and fallen asleep on a chair. The palace aristocrats
come into his room in the morning and see the Pauper, who they think is the Prince. The Pauper
wakes up and sees them watching him, and he asks, “Where is the Prince?” They are all puzzled,
and tell him, “But your highness, you are the Prince.” The Pauper runs out of the Prince’s room
to find the rest of the palace aristocrats waiting for the Prince outside of his room. When they see
the Pauper, they all bow down to him. The theme is used for the sleeping Pauper scene.
Korngold separates the instrumentation by register. The high-register instruments include flute
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and violins, and the low-register instruments include bass, cello and bassoon.45 When the Pauper
runs out of the room, the first running sixteenth notes are from the theme material. The music
ends with the theme material in half notes, marked più mosso.

45

The film score does not explicitly indicate instrumentation, so this information is gathered
only from listening and may not be fully accurate.
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Musical Example 3.16: The Prince and the Pauper, page 20
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Conclusion

The Violin Concerto marks Korngold’s return to concert-stage works following a long
period immersed in the Hollywood film industry. It was the first absolute work that Korngold
composed after his Hollywood years. His use of a wide range of instruments in the Violin
Concerto, including glockenspiel, xylophone, vibraphone, tubular bells, harp and celesta, creates
a unique color effect in the orchestra that is different from his film music. German musicologist
Giselher Schubert writes how Korngold’s Romantic style of writing has influenced film music
writing:
[Korngold]… was indeed one of the protagonists of this ‘Modern Style’…the concerto
initially appeared to be stylistically “over-Romantic” due to its unaffected tonality and
conventional forms, regular phrasing, sentimental melodies, brilliant virtuosity and its
orchestral opulence. However, it was exactly these characteristics which ensured that the
work was retained in the repertoire. What is more: since the 1970s this music has
experienced a virtual rediscovery and, together with the works of the “Viennese Modern
Style,” encompassing composers such as Mahler, Schreker, Zemlinsky or Franz Schmidt,
has gained renewed topicality with the new approach to tonal composition or with the
ideals of “crossover” between diverse musical genres, thereby also lending film music the
kudos of nobility.46

Korngold’s influence on other composers is immense. Not only did he influence fellow
film composers such as Alfred Newman47, he also built a noble path for the next generation to be
able to cross genres and be well-respected in every field, which was not the case during his time.

46

Translated by Lindsay Chalmers-Gerbracht in the orchestra score: Erich Wolfgang Korngold,
Violin Concerto, Op. 35 (London: Ernst Eulenburg Ltd, 2006).
47
Christopher Palmer, The composer in Hollywood (London: Marion Boyars, 1993), 75.
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Composers of the following generation like John Williams were deeply influenced by
Korngold.48
He also contributed to the practice of according composers full credit for their work in
the film industry. Before him, the Academy Award for Best Musical Score was not given to the
composer of the work but to the head of the music department, which led to awkward situations.
When Korngold won the Academy Award for Best Musical Score for Anthony Adverse, the
legendary conductor Leopold Stokowski was to announce the winner on the stage. But instead of
announcing Korngold’s name, he shouted, as it was written in the envelope, “And the winner is
Mr. Leo Forbstein for Anthony Adverse!” Korngold was furious, and Forbstein sent a private
note to Korngold and published a congratulatory message in the Hollywood Reporter. Korngold
wrote a letter to Forbstein:
……I cannot believe that Mr. Stokowski, who presented the Academy Award for the
score in Anthony Adverse and discreetly withheld the name of its composer, did not
know that this awarded score was written by that composer whose works surely, he, too,
conducted in America… I am obliged to see a certain intention in the decision of the
Academy to give the award to someone other than the composer of the score himself and
I am not in a position to accept an award given officially and publicly to you by way of a
private gift.49
Korngold refused to take the statuette, and it remained in Forbstein’s office for over ten years.
After his death in 1949, it was finally returned to Korngold. As a result of this incident, after
1937 the composer of the best score, rather than the head of department, was named and given
the Academy Award.

48

Peter Larsen and John Irons, Film Music (London: Reaktion Books, 2005), 171. [The authors
describe how Luke’s theme in John Williams’ Star Wars was borrowed directly from Korngold’s
music for the film Kings Row.]
49

Carroll, Last Prodigy, 266.
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The objective of my research has been the exploration of Korngold’s compositional style
in his Violin Concerto in comparison with the earlier Hollywood films from which the principal
themes were derived. Examination of the cinematic setting of each melody, along with
observation of differences in harmony, articulation, and orchestration, has fostered a deeper
understanding of the Violin Concerto. It was interesting to see how Korngold cuts or repeats the
music to match the screen action as needed. Also, this research has helped me to see how
different instrumentation of the same music creates a wide variation in sound, including
characteristically “modern” effects. His use of different harmonizations for the concerto, perhaps
to sound more “progressive” than in the film music, was also interesting to discover. It was
fascinating to study the film scores and understand the process behind making one.

Understanding Korngold’s relation with his overly controlling father and his Viennese
background, it was a natural progression for Korngold to adapt techniques honed in the
Hollywood film industry to his later concert work. Starting with the Violin Concerto, he wrote
one year later a Cello Concerto, and then a Symphonic Serenade (1947), and the Symphony in Fsharp major (1952). His Violin Concerto combines Romantic lyricism with brilliant virtuosity
and orchestral writing, a cinematic transformation of his unique language that has deeply
influenced the film industry while earning for itself an enduring place in the concert repertory.
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